Math Placement Guide for GE III

**MPL 1**
- Non-Math/Science track
  - College Mathematics 64151 (results in MPL 3)
- Math/Science track
  - College Algebra Extended 64152 w/co-rec. 64093 (results in MPL 4)

**MPL 2**
- Non-Math/Science track
  - College Mathematics 64151 (results in MPL 3)
- Math/Science track
  - College Algebra 64152 (results in MPL 4)

**MPL 3**
- Math/Science Track
  - Non-Math/Science track: Ready to choose from GE III math list (remain at MPL 3)
  - 64183 Intro to Math Modeling
  - 64240 Graphs and Optimization (not offered Fall '03)
  - 64240 Math for Elem. Teach II (pre-req. 64140)
  - 80275 Psychological Statistics (not for freshmen)
  - 87307 Social Statistics (not for freshmen)

**MPL 4**
- Any course from the MPL 3 list above
  - Basic Calculus 64245 (remain at MPL 4)
  - Intro to Stats 64241 (remain at MPL 4)
  - Business Stats 20309 (remain at level 4) (not for freshmen)
  - Symbolic Logic 71201 (remain at level 4)
  - Pre-calculus 64181 (results in MPL 5)